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Chronic Disease Epidemiology And
Control
Combine a working knowledge of epidemiology to your
health and medical skills! Every day, health promotion
and disease prevention professionals interact with
epidemiologists during the course of their practices.
Investigations into the causes, distribution, and control of
disease provide practitioners in the public and allied
health fields with findings essential to dealing with
patients and clients. This ongoing collaboration makes
the need for communication through a common body of
knowledge a matter of life--and death. Epidemiology for
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Professionals
presents you and your students with practical
applications that incorporate up-to-date epidemiological
findings into health promotion and disease prevention
concepts. The book establishes an operational
understanding not only for students in the public health,
nursing, medicine, and environmental health fields, but
also for future and current health and patient educators,
fitness and exercise science specialists, and athletic and
personal trainers. This comprehensive textbook includes
a step-by-step guide to the epidemiological process,
including surveillance and investigation, how studies and
trials are conducted (and categorized), and how findings
are used to plan, implement, and evaluate health
promotion and disease prevention programs.
Epidemiology for Health Promotion and Disease
Prevention Professionals includes: problem-solving
strategies for investigations and studies links to
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supplemental Web sites chapter-ending knowledge tests
that target health improvement and disease prevention
Epidemiology for Health Promotion and Disease
Prevention Professionals provides students in the health,
medical, and fitness fields with the working knowledge of
epidemiology they will need as professionals and
provides professionals with an understanding essential
to their practices.
Cardiovascular disease (CVD), once thought to be
confined primarily to industrialized nations, has emerged
as a major health threat in developing countries.
Cardiovascular disease now accounts for nearly 30
percent of deaths in low and middle income countries
each year, and is accompanied by significant economic
repercussions. Yet most governments, global health
institutions, and development agencies have largely
overlooked CVD as they have invested in health in
developing countries. Recognizing the gap between the
compelling evidence of the global CVD burden and the
investment needed to prevent and control CVD, the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI) turned
to the IOM for advice on how to catalyze change. In this
report, the IOM recommends that the NHLBI,
development agencies, nongovernmental organizations,
and governments work toward two essential goals:
creating environments that promote heart healthy
lifestyle choices and help reduce the risk of chronic
diseases, and building public health infrastructure and
health systems with the capacity to implement programs
that will effectively detect and reduce risk and manage
CVD. To meet these goals, the IOM recommends
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several steps, including improving cooperation and
collaboration; implementing effective and feasible
strategies; and informing efforts through research and
health surveillance. Without better efforts to promote
cardiovascular health, global health as a whole will be
undermined.
Strategic health planning, the cornerstone of initiatives
designed to achieve health improvement goals around
the world, requires an understanding of the comparative
burden of diseases and injuries, their corresponding risk
factors and the likely effects of invervention options. The
Global Burden of Disease framework, originally
published in 1990, has been widely adopted as the
preferred method for health accounting and has become
the standard to guide the setting of health research
priorities. This publication sets out an updated
assessment of the situation, with an analysis of trends
observed since 1990 and a chapter on the sensitivity of
GBD estimates to various sources of uncertainty in
methods and data.
Epidemiology has long played a critical role in
investigating outbreaks of foodborne illness and in
identifying the microbial pathogens associated with such
illness. Epidemiologists were the detectives who would
track down the guilty culprit- the food vehicle carrying the
pathogen, as well as the fateful errors that resulted in
contamination or multiplication of pathogens. The first
book of its kind, this volume describes the various ways
epidemiologic principles are applied to meet the
challenges of maintaining a safe food supply. It
addresses both the prevention and control of food borne
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illness. Starting with a history and background of food
borne illness, the book continues by describing the
means of following up on an outbreak and measuring
exposures. The book concludes by describing the
regulatory context that shapes food safety activities at
the local, national and international levels. Chapters are
written by leaders in the field of public health and food
safety, including experts in epidemiology, microbiology,
risk assessment, economics, and environmental health
and policy. This is the definitive book for students,
researchers and professionals interested in how
epidemiology plays a role in keeping our food safe.
This Surgeon General's report details the causes and the
consequences of tobacco use among youth and young
adults by focusing on the social, environmental,
advertising, and marketing influences that encourage
youth and young adults to initiate and sustain tobacco
use. This is the first time tobacco data on young adults
as a discrete population have been explored in detail.
The report also highlights successful strategies to
prevent young people from using tobacco.
This text for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students can also serve as a reference for
epidemiologists working in the field, industrial hygienists,
infectious disease nurses, and staff epidemiologists.
Coverage progresses from foundations, disease
concepts, and epidemiological measures of heal
This unique guidebook covers all aspects of practical
field epidemiologic investigation. It explains the
requirements, defines terms, and illustrates many
examples of how to undertake the tasks of the public
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health epidemiologist during a field investigation. Unlike
other texts of its kind, it breaks down each function of
field epidemiology to its constituent parts and thoroughly
answers questions related to them. Topics include:
public health surveillance; qualifying a potential outbreak;
assembling and equipping a team; hypothesis generation
and descriptive epidemiology; epidemiological studies;
hypothesis-testing interviews; data analysis; writing a
report; public health laboratory’s role in field;
environmental health components; investigating non-
infectious health events; forensic epidemiology
investigations; GIS; and special considerations. The text
is accompanied by a complete package of instructor
resources including Sample Syllabus, Instructor's
Manual, TestBank, and PowerPoint slides.
Applies traditional epideiologic methods for determining
disease etiology to the real-life applications of public
health and health services research. This text contains a
chapter on the development and use of systematic
reviews and one on epidemiology and the law.
Cardiovascular, respiratory, and related conditions cause
more than 40 percent of all deaths globally, and their
substantial burden is rising, particularly in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs). Their burden extends
well beyond health effects to include significant
economic and societal consequences. Most of these
conditions are related, share risk factors, and have
common control measures at the clinical, population, and
policy levels. Lives can be extended and improved when
these diseases are prevented, detected, and managed.
This volume summarizes current knowledge and
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presents evidence-based interventions that are effective,
cost-effective, and scalable in LMICs.
Provides information on chronic disease epidemiology,
prevention, and control. For professional and students.
The three major sections are: public health approaches
to chronic disease control, selected lifestyle risk factors,
and major chronic diseases. Focuses on those disease
that account for a large proportion of morbidity and
mortality.
Trends such as shifting dietary patterns and an
increasingly sedentary lifestyle combined with smoking
and alcohol consumption are major risk factors for
noncommunicable chronic diseases such as obesity,
diabetes, cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension
and stroke, cancer dental diseases and osteoporosis.
This report reviews the scientific evidence on the effects
of diet, nutrition and physical activity on chronic diseases
and makes recommendations for public health policies
and programmes. Issues considered include the macro-
economic implications of public health on agriculture and
the global supply and demand for fresh and processed
foods.
This book is dedicated to population health management
and how it can be used to improve the health care and
outcomes for patients with poly chronic conditions. The
book uses an integrated approach guided by a
transdisciplinary orientation that incorporates both a
macro and a micro-theoretical framework for promoting
population health management. Thus, policy decision
makers can prioritize how limited resources can be used
to optimize health service needs of the chronically ill and
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disabled in the nation as well as in the globe. The book
also identifies appropriate applications of health
information technology that can facilitate interoperability,
data sharing and effective communication to ensure that
applicable knowledge is derived from the available
information. Multiple implications of population health
management for poly chronic conditions suggest that
concerted efforts in promoting preventive strategies can
yield numerous benefits. Continuous improvement efforts
through impact evaluation and a commitment to the
adoption of the health information technology resources
needed are also critical aspects of this process. Patients
with poly chronic conditions have complex needs and are
often high-utilizers of health services. Great potential
exists to improve the health and health care of these
individuals through improved coordination integrating
multiple domains of the population health management
approach. Population Health Management is needed
now more than ever due to the current challenges facing
the health care system that were not present in previous
decades. This book points out strategic directions
suggested by empirical evidence and experts’ opinions
on innovative care management solutions observed in
many advanced countries.
Physical Activity Epidemiology, Second Edition, provides
a comprehensive discussion of current population-level
studies showing the influence of physical activity on
disease. Updated with extensive new research collected
in the eight years since the previous edition, the second
edition adds the expertise of respected epidemiologist I-
Min Lee. To assist readers in understanding the public
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health significance of physical activity, Dishman, Heath,
and Lee present a detailed review of research findings
and what those findings suggest regarding the
relationship between physical activity and a variety of
health risks. The second edition of this groundbreaking
text has been exhaustively updated to reflect the wealth
of new research published in this fast-moving field of
study. With more than 100 pages of additional content,
the text also offers more detailed coverage of all-cause
and coronary heart disease mortality, expanded
coverage of pathophysiology and biological plausibility,
new information on physical activity among various
racial–ethnic populations, and the effects of physical
activity on cognitive function, dementia, and HIV/AIDS.
More than 250 tables and figures, twice the number
found in the previous edition, highlight the latest
epidemiological information in an easy-to-understand
visual format. Physical Activity Epidemiology, Second
Edition, assists readers in understanding how leisure-
time physical activity can enhance people’s quantity and
quality of life by summarizing the available knowledge,
detailing the methods used to obtain it, considering its
implications for public health, and outlining the important
questions that remain. Readers will find comprehensive
discussion of these topics: • Evidence that physical
activity protects against the development of coronary
heart disease and stroke and premature death from all
causes • Population-based studies and clinical
experiments providing evidence that physical activity and
exercise play a role in the primary and secondary
prevention of mild hypertension, dyslipidemia, and
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obesity • Contemporary epidemiologic evidence that
physical activity reduces the risk of type 2 diabetes and
osteoporosis and protects against the development of
breast and colon cancers, some inflammatory diseases,
depression, and anxiety disorders • Considerations in
the promotion of a safe, physically active lifestyle among
all segments of the population Physical Activity
Epidemiology, Second Edition, will engage and
challenge students by examining the state of current
research in all of its variation and even ambiguity. The
text details the methodology and findings of classic and
contemporary studies and then helps students begin to
analyze the results. Special Strength of the Evidence
sections found at the end of most chapters summarize
the findings to determine the extent to which correlation
and causation can be proven. Chapter objectives,
chapter summaries, and sidebars in each chapter assist
students in focusing on the key points of study, and an
extensive glossary with detailed definitions provides a
handy reference for review. Instructors will find a new
image bank in this edition to enhance their class lecture
materials. Physical Activity Epidemiology, Second
Edition, offers students, sport and exercise scientists,
health and fitness professionals, and public health
administrators a comprehensive presentation of
significant studies, how these studies contribute to
understanding the relationship between activity and
disease prevention, and how this information can be
used in leading individuals, communities, and global
society toward increased health and longevity.
Sixth edition of the hugely successful, internationally
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recognised textbook on global public health and
epidemiology comprehensively covering the scope,
methods, and practice of the discipline.
Chronic Disease Epidemiology, Prevention, and
ControlAlpha Press
Chronic diseases are common and costly, yet they are
also among the most preventable health problems.
Comprehensive and accurate disease surveillance
systems are needed to implement successful efforts
which will reduce the burden of chronic diseases on the
U.S. population. A number of sources of surveillance
data--including population surveys, cohort studies,
disease registries, administrative health data, and vital
statistics--contribute critical information about chronic
disease. But no central surveillance system provides the
information needed to analyze how chronic disease
impacts the U.S. population, to identify public health
priorities, or to track the progress of preventive efforts. A
Nationwide Framework for Surveillance of
Cardiovascular and Chronic Lung Diseases outlines a
conceptual framework for building a national chronic
disease surveillance system focused primarily on
cardiovascular and chronic lung diseases. This system
should be capable of providing data on disparities in
incidence and prevalence of the diseases by race,
ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and geographic region,
along with data on disease risk factors, clinical care
delivery, and functional health outcomes. This
coordinated surveillance system is needed to integrate
and expand existing information across the multiple
levels of decision making in order to generate actionable,
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timely knowledge for a range of stakeholders at the local,
state or regional, and national levels. The
recommendations presented in A Nationwide Framework
for Surveillance of Cardiovascular and Chronic Lung
Diseases focus on data collection, resource allocation,
monitoring activities, and implementation. The report
also recommends that systems evolve along with new
knowledge about emerging risk factors, advancing
technologies, and new understanding of the basis for
disease. This report will inform decision-making among
federal health agencies, especially the Department of
Health and Human Services; public health and clinical
practitioners; non-governmental organizations; and
policy makers, among others.
Early detection, or screening, is a common strategy for
controlling chronic disease, but little information has
been available to help determine which screening
procedures are worthwhile, and how often, or to whom,
they should be applied. This book presents the
epidemiological methods that can be used to answer
such questions. The book focuses on the description and
measurement of changes in the natural history of
disease brought about by early detection and treatment.
Vaid methods for assessing the usefulness of screening
in reducing morbidity and mortality are emphasized and
both experimental and nonexperimental studies are fully
described. In addition, this work discusses the use of
mathematical models in setting models in setting
screening policy; ways to enhance the feasibility of
screening programs; and the clinical course of screen-
detected disease, separating the effects of early
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treatment, lead time, and length bias on outcome. The
second edition has been updated throughout and
considerably expanded. There are three new chapters:
Cancer of the Breast; Arteriosclerotic Vascular Disease;
and Cancer of the Cervix. These give concrete
demonstrations of the applications of screening methods
to important disease.
Covers a range of essential topics from a survey of
important historical epidemics to study designs for
infectious disease investigations. The first part of the text
covers ID epidemiology background and methodology,
whereas the second focuses on specific diseases as
examples of different transmission modalities. TB, HIV
and Influenza are among the pathogens discussed in
great detail. Includes four new chapters on immunology,
measles, meningococcal disease, and vector-borne
infections. The HIV chapter has been expanded to
include issues of host genetics as well as a review of
behavioral interventions.
This book examines the health system response to the
rising burden of chronic disease in eight countries. It
provides a detailed assessment of the current situation, a
description of the policy framework and future scenarios,
as well as evaluation and lessons learned.
Communicable diseases are community problems, which
can devastate whole populations, in both developing and
developed countries. Epidemiology is the science of
communities that looks at many individuals to try and
discover common features in them. From this analysis
the cause and characteristics of a disease can be
worked out. The first chapters of this book look at
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communicable disease theory and formulating common
principles in both epidemiology and control. Since the
first edition, published in 1996, a new section on climate
change due to global warming and its effect on disease
has been added. Later chapters cover various criteria of
communicable diseases including more recent outbreaks
that have emerged since the first edition and others
which may become important in the future.
Epidemiology of Chronic Disease: Global Perspectives is
the most current and authoritative resource on the
epidemiology, etiology, pathogenesis, risk factors and
preventive factors of forty common chronic diseases.
This comprehensive text provides readers with an
excellent basis for examining current hypotheses
regarding chronic disease epidemiology. Organized into
eight sections, the text begins with an introductory
chapter examines the new public health environment in
which chronic diseases have replaced acute infectious
conditions concurrent with improved health care and
increasing longevity in many populations of the world.
Subsequent sections cover cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases, major forms of cancer,
diseases of the respiratory tract, metabolic and digestive
diseases, musculoskeletal diseases, neurodegenerative
diseases, and finally, three infectious diseases that often
manifest as chronic conditions. Special sections in each
chapter focus on controversial topics that can serve as a
launching point for classroom discussion of molecular
mechanisms of disease pathogenesis and the relevant
epidemiologic issues pertaining to the prevention and
control of chronic diseases.
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Epidemiology of Chronic Disease: Global Perspectives is
the most current and authoritative resource on the
epidemiology, etiology, pathogenesis, risk factors and
preventive factors of over 50 major chronic diseases and
conditions. This comprehensive text provides readers
with an excellent basis for examining current hypotheses
regarding chronic disease epidemiology.
The previous edition of this useful text on epidemiologic
methods for studying injuries and evaluating
interventions to prevent them provides specific objectives
for research in the various stages of injury control
planning and implementation, including the types of data
needed to reach the objectives. Using a progressive,
step-by-step analysis, it illustrates how to pose research
questions and design the best research studies to
answer those questions. This new edition will update all
chapters and include new examples of studies. The
chapters will also be organized into more precise topic
areas for ease of reference. The chapter on policy
analysis would be dissolved and topic treated as part of
other chapters.
This practical guide is designed for students and
researchers with an existing knowledge of R who wish to
learn how to apply it in an epidemiological context and
exploit its versatility. It also serves as a broader
introduction to the quantitative aspects of modern
practical epidemiology. The standard tools used in
epidemiology are described and the practical use of R for
these is clearly explained and laid out. R code examples,
many with output, are embedded throughout the text.
The entire code is also available on the companion
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website so that readers can reproduce all the results and
graphs featured in the book. Epidemiology with R is an
advanced textbook suitable for senior undergraduate and
graduate students, professional researchers, and
practitioners in the fields of human and non-human
epidemiology, public health, veterinary science, and
biostatistics.
Genetics and Evolution of Infectious Diseases, Second
Edition, discusses the constantly evolving field of infectious
diseases and their continued impact on the health of
populations, especially in resource-limited areas of the world.
Students in public health, biomedical professionals, clinicians,
public health practitioners, and decisions-makers will find
valuable information in this book that is relevant to the control
and prevention of neglected and emerging worldwide
diseases that are a major cause of global morbidity, disability,
and mortality. Although substantial gains have been made in
public health interventions for the treatment, prevention, and
control of infectious diseases during the last century, in recent
decades the world has witnessed a worldwide human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) pandemic, increasing
antimicrobial resistance, and the emergence of many new
bacterial, fungal, parasitic, and viral pathogens. The
economic, social, and political burden of infectious diseases
is most evident in developing countries which must confront
the dual burden of death and disability due to infectious and
chronic illnesses. Takes an integrated approach to infectious
diseases Includes contributions from leading authorities
Provides the latest developments in the field of infectious
disease
'A Life Course Approach to Chronic Disease Epidemiology'
provides a detailed and up-to-date review of research findings
which suggest that many of the chronic diseases prevalent in
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adult life have their origins in early life.
Molecular Tools and Infectious Disease Epidemiology
examines the opportunities and methodologic challenges in
the application of modern molecular genetic and biologic
techniques to infectious disease epidemiology. The
application of these techniques dramatically improves the
measurement of disease and putative risk factors, increasing
our ability to detect and track outbreaks, identify risk factors
and detect new infectious agents. However, integration of
these techniques into epidemiologic studies also poses new
challenges in the design, conduct, and analysis. This book
presents the key points of consideration when integrating
molecular biology and epidemiology; discusses how using
molecular tools in epidemiologic research affects program
design and conduct; considers the ethical concerns that arise
in molecular epidemiologic studies; and provides a context for
understanding and interpreting scientific literature as a
foundation for subsequent practical experience in the
laboratory and in the field. The book is recommended for
graduate and advanced undergraduate students studying
infectious disease epidemiology and molecular epidemiology;
and for the epidemiologist wishing to integrate molecular
techniques into his or her studies. Presents the key points of
consideration when integrating molecular biology and
epidemiology Discusses how using molecular tools in
epidemiologic research affects program design and conduct
Considers the ethical concerns that arise in molecular
epidemiologic studies Provides a context for understanding
and interpreting scientific literature as a foundation for
subsequent practical experience in the laboratory and in the
field
At its core, epidemiology is concerned with changes in health
and disease. The discipline requires counts and measures: of
births, health disorders, and deaths, and in order to make
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sense of these counts it requires a population base defined
by place and time. Epidemiology relies on closely defined
concepts of cause - experimental or observational - of the
physical or social environment, or in the laboratory.
Epidemiologists are guided by these concepts, and have
often contributed to their development. Because the
disciplinary focus is on health and disease in populations,
epidemiology has always been an integral driver of public
health, the vehicle that societies have evolved to combat and
contain the scourges of mass diseases. In this book, the
authors trace the evolution of epidemiological ideas from
earliest times to the present. Beginning with the early
concepts of magic and the humors of Hippocrates, it moves
forward through the dawn of observational methods, the
systematic counts of deaths initiated in 16th-century London
by John Graunt and William Petty, the late 18th-century
Enlightenment and the French Revolution, which established
the philosophical argument for health as a human right, the
national public health system begun in 19th-century Britain,
up to the development of eco-epidemiology, which attempts
to re-integrate the fragmented fields as they currently exist.
By examining the evolution of epidemiology as it follows the
evolution of human societies, this book provides insight into
our shared intellectual history and shows a way forward for
future study.
In the United States, chronic diseases currently account for
70 percent of all deaths, and close to 48 million Americans
report a disability related to a chronic condition. Today, about
one in four Americans have multiple diseases and the
prevalence and burden of chronic disease in the elderly and
racial/ethnic minorities are notably disproportionate. Chronic
disease has now emerged as a major public health problem
and it threatens not only population health, but our social and
economic welfare. Living Well with Chronic Disease identifies
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the population-based public health actions that can help
reduce disability and improve functioning and quality of life
among individuals who are at risk of developing a chronic
disease and those with one or more diseases. The book
recommends that all major federally funded programmatic
and research initiatives in health include an evaluation on
health-related quality of life and functional status. Also, the
book recommends increasing support for implementation
research on how to disseminate effective longterm lifestyle
interventions in community-based settings that improve living
well with chronic disease. Living Well with Chronic Disease
uses three frameworks and considers diseases such as heart
disease and stroke, diabetes, depression, and respiratory
problems. The book's recommendations will inform policy
makers concerned with health reform in public- and private-
sectors and also managers of communitybased and public-
health intervention programs, private and public research
funders, and patients living with one or more chronic
conditions.
The New Public Health has established itself as a solid
textbook throughout the world. Translated into 7 languages,
this work distinguishes itself from other public health
textbooks, which are either highly locally oriented or, if
international, lack the specificity of local issues relevant to
students' understanding of applied public health in their own
setting. This 3e provides a unified approach to public health
appropriate for all masters' level students and
practitioners—specifically for courses in MPH programs,
community health and preventive medicine programs,
community health education programs, and community health
nursing programs, as well as programs for other medical
professionals such as pharmacy, physiotherapy, and other
public health courses. Changes in infectious and chronic
disease epidemiology including vaccines, health promotion,
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human resources for health and health technology Lessons
from H1N1, pandemic threats, disease eradication, nutritional
health Trends of health systems and reforms and
consequences of current economic crisis for health Public
health law, ethics, scientific d health technology advances
and assessment Global Health environment, Millennium
Development Goals and international NGOs
Based on careful analysis of burden of disease and the costs
ofinterventions, this second edition of 'Disease Control
Priorities in Developing Countries, 2nd edition' highlights
achievable priorities; measures progresstoward providing
efficient, equitable care; promotes cost-effectiveinterventions
to targeted populations; and encourages integrated effortsto
optimize health. Nearly 500 experts - scientists,
epidemiologists, health economists,academicians, and public
health practitioners - from around the worldcontributed to the
data sources and methodologies, and identifiedchallenges
and priorities, resulting in this integrated,
comprehensivereference volume on the state of health in
developing countries.
In recent years, a number of chronic diseases have been
linked, in some cases definitively, to an infectious etiology:
peptic ulcer disease with Helicobacter pylori, cervical cancer
with several human papillomaviruses, Lyme arthritis and
neuroborreliosis with Borrelia burgdorferi, AIDS with the
human immunodeficiency virus, liver cancer and cirrhosis with
hepatitis B and C viruses, to name a few. The proven and
suspected roles of microbes does not stop with physical
ailments; infections are increasingly being examined as
associated causes of or possible contributors to a variety of
serious, chronic neuropsychiatric disorders and to
developmental problems, especially in children. The
Infectious Etiology of Chronic Diseases: Defining the
Relationship, Enhancing the Research, and Mitigating the
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Effects, summarizes a two-day workshop held by the Institute
of Medicine's Forum on Microbial Threats to address this
rapidly evolving field. Participants explored factors driving
infectious etiologies of chronic diseases of prominence,
identified difficulties in linking infectious agents with chronic
outcomes, and discussed broad-based strategies and
research programs to advance the field.
Introduction to Epidemiology, Seventh Edition is the ideal
introductory text for the epidemiology student with minimal
training in the biomedical sciences and statistics.
Before new interventions can be used in disease control
programmes, it is essential that they are carefully evaluated in
"field trials", which may be complex and expensive
undertakings. Descriptions of the detailed procedures and
methods used in trials that have been conducted in the past
have generally not been published. As a consequence, those
planning such trials have few guidelines available and little
access to previously accumulated knowledge. In this book the
practical issues of trial design and conduct are discussed fully
and in sufficient detail for the text to be used as a "toolbox" by
field investigators. The toolbox has now been extensively
tested through use of the first two editions and this third
edition is a comprehensive revision, incorporating the many
developments that have taken place with respect to trials
since 1996 and involving more than 30 contributors. Most of
the chapters have been extensively revised and 7 new
chapters have been added.
Infectious Disease Epidemiology is a concise reference guide
which provides trainees and practicing epidemiologists with
the information that they need to understand the basic
concepts necessary for working in this specialist area.
Divided into two sections, part one comprehensively covers
the basic principles and methods relevant to the study of
infectious disease epidemiology. It is organised in order of
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increasing complexity, ranging from a general introduction to
subjects such as mathematical modelling and sero-
epidemiology. Part two examines key major infectious
diseases that are of global significance. Grouped by their
route of transmission for ease of reference, they include
diseases that present a particular burden or a high potential
for causing mortality. This practical guide will be essential
reading for postgraduate students in infectious disease
epidemiology, health protection trainees, and practicing
epidemiologists.
"I think this is an excellent book–I recommend it to anyone
involved in molecular epidemiology... The 26 chapters are
written by topic specialists, in an explanatory, east to read
style." –BTS Newsletter, Summer 2009 "This text provides an
accessible and useful handbook for the epidemiologist who
wants to survey the field, to become better informed, to look
at recent developments and get some background on these
or simply to appreciate further the relatively rapid changes in
informatic and analytical technologies which increasingly will
serve and underpin future epidemiological studies. One of the
strengths in this book is the extensive array of practical
illustrative examples, and it would also in my opinion have
useful potential as a teaching text." –American Journal of
Human Biology, March 2009 With the sequencing of the
human genome and the mapping of millions of single
nucleotide polymorphisms, epidemiology has moved into the
molecular domain. Scientists can now use molecular markers
to track disease-associated genes in populations, enabling
them to study complex chronic diseases that might result from
the weak interactions of many genes with the environment.
Use of these laboratory generated biomarker data and an
understanding of disease mechanisms are increasingly
important in elucidating disease aetiology. Molecular
Epidemiology of Disease crosses the disciplinary boundaries
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between laboratory scientists, epidemiologists, clinical
researchers and biostatisticians and is accessible to all these
relevant research communities in focusing on practical issues
of application, rather than reviews of current areas of
research. Covers categories of biomarkers of exposure,
susceptibility and disease Includes chapters on novel
technologies: genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and
metabonomics, which are increasingly finding application in
population studies Emphasizes new statistical and
bioinformatics approaches necessitated by the large data
sets generated using these new methodologies
Demonstrates the potential applications of laboratory
techniques in tackling epidemiological problems while
considering their limitations, including the sources of
uncertainty and inaccuracy Discusses issues such as
reliability (compared to traditional epidemiological methods)
and the timing of exposure Explores practical elements of
conducting population studies, including biological
repositories and ethics Molecular Epidemiology of Disease
provides an easy-to-use, clearly presented handbook that
allows epidemiologists to understand the specifics of research
involving biomarkers, and laboratory scientists to understand
the main issues of epidemiological study design and analysis.
It also provides a useful tool for courses on molecular
epidemiology, using many examples from population studies
to illustrate key concepts and principles.
Preceded by: Chronic disease epidemiology and control /
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